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Abstract 

Each year, cities receive varied requests to scale back the holdup on their streets. To reduce holdup and improve 

safety, several cities start thinking about the employment of "roundabouts." Roundabouts square measure used throughout the 

planet, to scale back accidents, traffic delays, fuel consumption, air pollution and 

construction prices, whereas increasing capability and enhancing intersection beauty and accustomed management traffic 

speeds in residential neighborhoods, additionally accepted as safe style of intersection style. This paper explains the 

advantages of roundabout over signalized intersection. Also explains the procedures needed to justify roundabout because 

the most applicable kind of management for a given state of affairs. 

 

Index Terms: Roundabouts; Traffic signals; conflict points; Intersection; AWSC; TWSC; Traffic circles; 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- *** ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A modern roundabout has 3 major characteristics 

compared to its predecessors, traffic circles and rotaries. 

First, the roundabout provides vehicles within the circular 

travel approach the right-of-way. Second, 

roundabouts are little, generally from 21 to 50 meter in 

diameter compared to 100 meter. Third, roundabouts have 

a raised entry "splitter" island that slows down 

speed simply before entry. Roundabouts have 3 main 

characteristics that determine them when put next to traffic 

circles. 

 

1.1 Offside priority or yield-at-entry – 
Roundabouts provide vehicles within the current road the 

correct of approach. In addition to giving priority to 

vehicles already within the facility, roundabouts control 

the entering vehicles with a yield sign, not stop signs or 

traffic signals. 

 

1.2 Approach flare – 
Most roundabout approaches widen at the entries and 

permit a lot of vehicles to enter the current road at a lot of 

oblique angle. This improves capability, and allows 

entering vehicles to enter at similar speeds as the 

circulating vehicles unless a cue has developed at the entry 

This Island also gives pedestrians a safe location to cross 

the approach in 2 stages. 

 

1.3 Deflection – 
This characteristic is that the pure mathematics of the 

power that needs vehicles to block as they man oeuvre 

through the roundabout. The size of the Centre Island and 

angle of approach determine the deflection and potential 

speeds of entering and circulating vehicles. Parking is not 

allowed within the circulating roadway or at the entries of 

the approach legs, and all entering traffic is required to 

proceed around the roundabout in a clockwise direction. 

The result of the roundabout is that traffic 

is needed to block to barter the curve round the center 

island, however not like stop and signal controlled 

intersections, vehicles Entering roundabout are not 

required to stop. This makes the power a lot 

of economical beneath a broad vary of traffic volumes, as 

motorists would like solely to seek out a suitable gap for 

entrance. 
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          Figure1 Vehicle Path in Roundabout 

 

Figure 1 shows vehicle movement circulating path at 

roundabout intersection. 

 

2. WHY USE A ROUNDABOUT 

 

2.1 Safety: 
Roundabouts are shown to scale back fatal and injury 

accidents the maximum amount as seventy six within the 

USA, seventy fifth in Australia and eighty 

six in nice United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland. The reduction in accidents is attributed to slower 

speeds and reduced range of conflict points. According to 

Indian survey it decreases accident rate by four-hundredth. 

 

2.2PedestrianSafety:  
All research suggests that modern roundabouts are safer 

than signalized intersections for pedestrians. In every stage 

the pedestrian has got to look in mere one direction to 

cross a unidirectional traffic stream. Pedestrian 

refuges area unit provided within the areas among the 

splitter islands. 

 

2.3 Low Maintenance: 
Eliminates maintenance prices related to traffic 

signals conjointly electricity prices area unit reduced. 

 

2.4 Reduced Delay: 
By yielding at the entry instead of stopping and looking 

ahead to an inexperienced lightweight, delay is 

significantly reduced. 

 

2.5 Capacity: 
Intersections with a high volume of right turn’s area 

unit higher handled by a roundabout than a multi 

phased light. 

 

2.6 Aesthetics: 
A reduction in delay corresponds to a decrease in fuel 

consumption and pollution. In addition, the central island 

provides a chance to supply landscaping. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. VEHICLE CONFLICTS 
Conflicts is divided into 3 basic classes, during which the 

degree of severity varies, as follows: 

 

3.1 Queuing conflicts: 
These conflicts area unit caused by a vehicle running 

into the rear of a vehicle queue on associate degree 

approach. These forms of conflicts will occur at the rear of 

a through movement queue or wherever left-turning 

vehicles area unit queued looking ahead to gaps. These 

conflicts area unit usually the smallest amount severe of all 

conflicts as a result of the collisions involve the 

foremost protected components of the vehicle and also 

the relative speed distinction between vehicles is less than 

in other conflicts. 

 

3.2 Merge and diverge conflicts: 
These conflicts area unit caused by the connation or 

separating of 2 traffic streams. The most common forms 

of crashes thanks to merge conflicts area unit sideswipes 

and run into crashes. Merge conflicts is additional severe 

than diverge conflicts thanks 

to the additional seemingly chance of collisions to 

the facet of the vehicle, that is usually less protected than 

the front and rear of the vehicle. 

 

3.3 Crossing conflicts: 
These conflicts area unit caused by the intersection 

of 2 traffic streams. These area unit the foremost severe of 

all conflicts and also the presumably to involve injuries or 

fatalities. Typical crash sorts area unit right-angle crashes 

and head-on crashes. As per figure a pair of, a roundabout 

reduces conveyance crossing conflicts for each three- and 

four-leg intersections by changing all movements to right 

turns. Again, separate flip lanes and control (stop signs or 

signalization) will typically scale back however not 

eliminate the quantity of crossing conflicts at a 

standard intersection by separating conflicts in space 

and/or time.However, the foremost severe crashes at 

signalized intersections occur once there's violation, i.e. 

Breaking of rules 

 

 
Figure 2. Conflict Points on a regular 4-way Intersection 

compared to a Modern Roundabout Intersection. 

(Source: Planning Level Guidelines for Modern 

Roundabouts)  

Figure 2 shows the reduction in vehicle-vehicle conflict 

points between a traditional four-approach intersection 

and a roundabout. Roundabout reduces vehicle-vehicle  
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Conflict points from 32 to 8 also reduces vehicle to 

pedestrian conflicts points from 24 to 8. 

 

 

4. SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
Roundabouts that area unit designed to accommodate 

vehicles larger than traveler cars 

or tiny trucks usually need extra 

space than typical intersections. However, this 

could be over offset by the house saved compared with 

turning lane necessities at different intersection forms. 

The key indicator of the specified house is that 

the inscribed circle diameter. A detailed style is needed to 

see the house necessities at a particular web site. However, 

as capability desires increase the dimensions of the 

roundabout and comparable typical (signalized) 

intersection, the rise in house necessities area 

unit progressively offset by a discount in house necessities 

on the approaches. This is as a result of the widening or 

flaring needed for a roundabout will be accomplished in an 

exceedingly shorter distance than is often needed to 

develop left flip lanes and transition tapers at conventional 

intersections. This result of providing capability at the 

intersections whereas reducing lane necessities between 

intersections, referred to as “wide nodes and slim roads,” 

 

 
Figure 3 Area comparison: Urban flared roundabout vs. 

comparable signalized intersection 

 

5. ROUNDABOUTS VS. SIGNALS AND STOP 

SIGNS 
Three general queries should be answered to justify a 

roundabout because the most applicable style 

of management at any intersection: can a roundabout be 

expected to perform higher than alternative control modes? 

Are there factors gift to counsel that a roundabout would 

be a lot of applicable management, though delays with a 

roundabout area unit slightly higher? If any 

contraindicating factors exist, will they be resolved 

satisfactorily? If these queries could also 

be answered favorably, then a roundabout ought 

to be thought of as a logical intersection selection. 

 

 

 

6. INTERSECTION CONTROL ALTERNATIVES 
 

Traffic signals and stop signs area unit various to 

roundabouts for intersection management. It 

has vital operational limitations compared with a 

roundabout. 

 

6.1 Traffic Signals- 
Roundabouts will expeditiously} 

handle explicit intersections with diminished delay 

and larger efficiency than traffic signals. 

It is true wherever traffic volumes getting into the 

roundabout area unit roughly similar 

and wherever there are a unit a high variety of right 

turning vehicles. Traffic signals cause unnecessary delay 

for many reasons: 

A.The requirement to supply a 

minimum inexperienced time each} movement in every 

cycle creates time intervals during which no vehicles area 

unit getting into the intersection. 

 

B.The requirement to supply for the 

foremost crucial of 2 or additional movements that 

proceed at the same time leads to associate 

degree ineffective use of inexperienced time by non-

critical movements. 

 

C. The "lost time" related to start-up and termination of 

a inexperienced section detracts away from the number of 

your time that's offered for moving traffic. 

 

D. Right turns that come about from shared lanes 

impede alternative movements within the shared lanes 

unnecessarily. This leads to a really inefficient utilization 

of the offered road house. 

 

E. Heavy left turns from exclusive lanes, require dedicated 

phases that rob time from major movements and increase 

the total time lost due to start up and termination of traffic 

movements. 

 

F. Signals area unit mechanical devices that 

not solely need maintenance however additionally sporadic

ally malfunction. They are additionally dependent 

upon electric power and don't, 

therefore, offer any management throughout power 

failures. Unsignalised and signalized intersections have 

their own limitations. Mostly unsignalised intersection can 

accommodate low traffic volumes with much less delay 

than traffic signals, but this control mode favors the major 

street (unstopped) movements at the expense of the minor 

street movement. When the major street traffic volumes 

are heavy (typically 1400 vph or more) there is little or no 

opportunity for cross street access. Two phase, 3 section or 

four section signalized intersections treat 

the street movements additional favorably. However, the 

speed at that vehicles might enter associate 

degree intersection (i.e. headway) is comparatively low 

and, therefore, the total intersection capacity is somewhat 

limited. 
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6.2Roundabouts 

A roundabout overcomes all of these disadvantages. There 

is no sequent assignment of right-of-way and thus no 

wasted time. 

 

 

a.) associate degree orderly and controlled traffic flow is 

provided. Individual traffic movement’s area 

unit subordinated in favor of traffic as an entire. 

 

b.) All traffic payoff, at a reasonably uniform speed. 

Frequent stopping and starting are avoided. 

 

c.)Weaving replaces the same old crossing movement at 

typical at-grade intersections. Direct conflict is eliminated, 

all traffic streams merging or radiating at little angles. 

Accidents occurring from such movements are usually of a 

minor nature. 

 

d.) Vehicles enter under yield control instead of stop 

control and therefore have lower headways and higher 

capacities. 

 

e.)There are no electrical components to malfunction. 

Roundabouts, on the other hand, have their own 

limitations: For very low-volume applications, TWSC and 

AWSC are easier and less expensive to implement. Since 

roundabout operation isn't periodic, it is not possible to 

coordinate the operation of roundabouts on an arterial 

route to provide smooth progression for arterial flows. A 

roundabout needs a relatively larger space and should not 

be possible in several engineered -up locations. 

Roundabouts offer the least positive form of control. 

Where the angle of intersection between two roads is too 

acute, it becomes difficult to provide adequate weaving 

length. 

 

 

7. ROUNDABOUT JUSTIFICATION 

CATEGORIES 
To provide associate organized approach to the 

justification method, a series of classes has been 

developed, every of that represents a decent reason to put 

in a roundabout. A brief description of the 

justification classes is as under: 

 

7.1 Community Enhancement: 
Roundabouts projected for community sweetening need 

lowest analysis as a control device. The main focus of the 

design procedure ought to be to demonstrate: 

That they'd not introduce 

traffic issues that don't exist presently. Projects qualifying 

for roundabout treatment ought to demonstrate that a 

roundabout is a necessary a part of the community’s 

development set up for a given space, associated 

not simply an arbitrary plan. 

 

 

I. they're typically set in business and civic districts. 

Ii Traffic volumes would typically be low. 

Iii Aesthetics area unit a vital consider this class. 

 

 

 

7.2 Traffic Calming: 
Projects qualifying for roundabout treatment during 

this class ought to demonstrate that there's a 

requirement for traffic calming on the intersect 

ant roadways... samples of conditions which 

may recommend a requirement for traffic calming include: 

Documented observations by state and/or native agencies 

of dashing, high traffic volumes and/or careless driving 

activities. 

 

7.3 Safety Improvement: 
Projects qualifying for roundabout treatment during 

this class ought to demonstrate that there's a security 

downside at the intersection. In addition, it ought to be 

documented however the roundabout 

treatment can improve safety at the intersection. A special 

review of accident reports and therefore the form 

of accidents occurring is sometimes necessary. Examples 

of safety issues include: High rates of crashes involving 

conflicts that may be pronto resolved by a roundabout 

(right angle, head-on, left/through, U turns, etc.).High 

crash severity that ought to be reduced by the slower 

speeds related to roundabouts. 

 

7.4 Operational Performance: 
A roundabout is also thought-about as a 

logical alternative if its calculable performance is 

healthier than various management modes, typically either 

stop or signal management. Projects qualifying for 

roundabout treatment during this class ought 

to demonstrate that associate all-way 

stop management (AWSC) delay ought to be compare with 

roundabout delay. A roundabout can continually offer a 

better capability and lower delays than AWSC in 

operation with identical traffic volumes and right of-way 

limitations. Delay from the roundabout treatment would 

compare favorably with the signal treatment. This category 

will normally be limited to single lanes on the approaches 

and on the circulating roadway. 

 

7.5 Special Conditions: 
Projects qualifying for roundabout treatment during 

this class ought to demonstrate that website specific 

conditions build a roundabout the acceptable intersection 

treatment. These conditions include unusual geometrics, 

high traffic volumes, right-of-way limitations, 5 or more 

legs in the intersection, etc. 

 

8. CONSIDERATIONS AND FEASIBILITY 
As with any intersection style, safety, operational, 

economic, and environmental considerations ought 

to be thought-about once evaluating alternatives. 

Balancing competing needs is important and essential. 
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Every intersection ought to be evaluated supported site-

specific problems additionally because the intersection’s 

relationship to the adjacent route network to assure the 

foremost economical and safe intersection various. 

Feasibility check are often created by tips given as per 

Annexure one. 

 

9. CONCLUSION 
Roundabouts aren't the answer to any or all traffic issues in 

the slightest degree locations. Careful study is needed to 

spot the foremost acceptable management technique at any 

given location. The studies needed to justify the 

installation of light management and all-way 

stop management square measure supported the warrants 

and necessities set forth within the Indian Road Congress 

modern Roundabout ought to be thought-

about as another {traffic management control} to traffic 

signals and stop sign control. There square measure after 

all smart roundabouts and dangerous roundabouts; 

no quantity of clever package will ever go away from the 

necessity to possess smart traffic engineers to blame 

for the Achievement of successful and safe operation. Only 

the human bit will take under consideration all the 

factors concerned within the style of a personal 

roundabout. 
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